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Did you know that the United States tried to buy territory from Mexico before the war?The

Mexican-American War was a short war between the United States and Mexico in the 19th

century that played a crucial role in shaping the landscape of the continent and had a long-

lasting effect on both countries. However, why is the war often overlooked by people?Even

though it was one of the first major offensive wars fought by the United States, the truth is that

it often gets overshadowed by notable events that followed it, like the American Civil War. In

fact, most people likely know more about the Battle of the Alamo, which preceded the war, than

the Battle of Palo Alto.This book aims to fix that. Get ready to learn more about this short

conflict between two neighboring nations in North America and how it changed the course of

history.In this book, you will discover:The causes of the war, such as Spanish colonialism and

the age of expansionism in the United StatesThe Texas Revolution, including the famed Battle

of the AlamoThe perspectives of both sides before, during, and after the war, to better

understand the reasons behind each decisionThe main political figures of the period, including

US President James K. Polk, Secretary of State John Quincy Adams, and General Santa Anna

of MexicoThe motivations, goals, and actions of the various figures involved in the war, such as

Zachary Taylor, who would later become a US presidentThe detailed events of the conflict

itself, which spanned a period of almost two years and took the lives of more than thirteen

thousand peopleAnd much more!Scroll up and click the “add to cart” button to learn more

about the Mexican-American War!
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between Mexico and the United States of America is among the list of wars that, despite its

irrefutable importance, are not relatively well-known. Even though it was a major war that

influenced the developments in North America for years to come and whose effects are still

prevalent today, it sometimes can get overshadowed when people talk about the history of the

world. The significance of the Mexican-American War can be overlooked when comparing it to

other events of the 19th century, such as the Napoleonic Wars, Latin American wars for

independence, or the unification of Germany and Italy. While all these occurrences are vital to

understanding world history and were all impactful in their own right, the Mexican-American

War just does not get the credit that it deserves. In the history textbooks of many non-US

students, for example, almost no pages are dedicated to it, although they do talk about other

wars that took place around the same time, such as the American Civil War.However, the

Mexican-American War had pretty relevant immediate and long-lasting consequences. It solved



the territorial disputes between the two countries and helped shape the political geography of

the continent; plus, it served as a triumphant victory of the expansionist US at the time,

inspiring it to continue its efforts to “manifest” its “destiny.” It also sent Mexico into a further

period of instability and economic ruin, and, last but not least, it had a socio-cultural impact on

both countries, especially with the matter of slavery in the US, which eventually led to the Civil

War. This book will cover every important aspect of the Mexican-American War. It will provide

an in-depth look into its causes, from the most apparent ones, like the Texas Revolution, to

ones that may not be clear at first glance, like the era of post-colonialism. It will also explore the

pre-war states of both nations, as their analysis is crucial to the understanding of the grounds

for the war. In addition, it will follow the war chronologically, from its declaration to its end with

the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. We will examine the main actors, battles, and important

events that took place over the course of the war’s nearly three-year period. Furthermore, the

book will elaborate on the numerous short- and long-term outcomes of the war to find out what

changed after its completion. Finally, these pages will try to explain the phenomenon that

caused the tendency of “pushing” the Mexican-American War to the side and underline its

significance in world history.Chapter 1 – The Effects of Colonialism and the Mexican War of

IndependenceColonialism in The AmericasThe age of colonization marked one of the most

influential periods in world history. After the late 15th century, several European powers set

their eyes, and therefore their sails, to the west. The New World promised indescribable riches,

and Europeans went there to get a hold of them. Spain, Portugal, France, and Great Britain

started landing on previously unexplored shores of what would later become North and South

America. The indigenous peoples that they encountered posed little to no resistance.

Technologically speaking, they were less superior, as they did not have access to advanced

weaponry like steel armor and gunpowder. The colonists first defeated and later incorporated

these people in their newly established settlements, taking the New World by storm.In fact,

both nations that took part in the Mexican-American War were, at some point in their existence,

colonies of the Old World. The United States managed to gain its independence from the

British in 1776, about seventy years before the start of the war. Mexico, on the other hand,

became independent in 1821, about forty-five years after the US. While both events are

important and interesting in their own right, it can be argued that Mexican independence is

more relevant for understanding the Mexican-American War. This is not only due to Mexico’s

relative novelty in comparison to its counterpart but also because it was still struggling to

overcome the sociopolitical difficulties it faced after gaining independence, which was contrary

to the US, which had clearly set its goals and formed its identity as a dominant power in the

region.[1] However, to better understand exactly how Mexico became independent, it is

important to dive deep into the roots of Spanish colonialism and briefly look at New Spain—the

biggest of Spain’s colonies and what would later become Mexico.New SpainNew Spain was

one of the viceroyalties of the Spanish throne. This technically made the territory its own

country and not a colony. The Viceroyalty of New Spain was governed by the viceroy, who was

appointed by the Spanish monarch. New Spain still directly served the Kingdom of Spain. By

the early 1800s, the viceroyalty had claimed lands that made it far larger than Mexico is today.

It stretched from the modern-day southwestern US north to California all way to Central

America. It even included parts of northern South America and some Pacific Ocean

archipelagos, most notably the Philippines.[2] Of course, it was nearly impossible for a single

viceroy to control such a vast area. Because of this reason, the territory was divided into

several audiencias—courts of appeal that represented royal authority in different provinces and

answered to the viceroy. Audiencias were probably the most important of the administrative



divisions of New Spain because they were the largest and incorporated other smaller divisions,

such as the cabildos and intendencias.[3] Mexico City was the capital and the heart of the

nation; it became the largest city in the Western Hemisphere by 1800.The population of New

Spain was divided heavily among different classes. The system had been developing since the

early colonial days, and it assigned privileges to its members based on their racial background.

At the top were the peninsulares, who consisted of Spaniards that were born in Spain. The

name refers to their origin of the Iberian Peninsula. Since peninsulares were at the top of the

ladder, they enjoyed the economic and political privileges that came with being born in Europe

and exercised their power over the lower classes. After them came the criollos, people who

were born into peninsular families in the Americas. The criollos were also a privileged group,

except for the fact that, unlike the peninsulares, they could not hold positions in the more

important administrative offices. Below them were the indios, people who were solely of Native

American descent, and the mestizos, which included people with one Spanish and one native

parent. Both of these groups were closely intertwined, with most of them working as artisans

and local shopkeepers. However, they had divisions among themselves too, with the indios sub-

group that were the descendants of Aztec nobility enjoying distinctively more privileges than

the commoners, who constituted most of the population.[4] At the bottom of the caste system

stood the offspring of Africans and Europeans, who did not have any real benefits and lived

mostly in poverty, and the people of purely African descent, who were mainly brought to New

Spain during the colonial slave trade.[5] However, differently from their US neighbor, the

Spaniards did not really practice slavery at the turn of the 19th century. Even though it was still

legal in the country, New Spain’s market consisted mostly of higher-paid jobs like textile and

dye manufacturing. This ensured the growth and the prominence of the mestizo class, who

were essentially the middle class, and thus significantly reduced slavery.Finally, the third most

important aspect in understanding how the Viceroyalty of New Spain functioned has to be its

religion. Spain was a devoted Roman Catholic nation and had remained so despite the

Protestant Reformation, which had transformed the religious landscape of Europe several

hundred years before. The original conquest of the Americas by Spanish conquistadors

included spreading Catholicism as the prominent faith among the indigenous peoples of the

New World. The native population was extremely religious in their own regard, but by the

1800s, almost all of New Spain had been converted. The natives became firm believers of

Catholicism and often incorporated symbolism and imagery from their old religions. The most

prominent example of this merging of the two cultures is probably the legend of the apparition

of the Virgin Mary, now referred to as the Lady of Guadalupe, to an indigenous farmer in 1531.

Since then, it has become a religious symbol, and she is the patroness of all of Catholic Latin

America.[6] This, paired with an already well-established institution that was the Catholic

Church in New Spain, provided for one of the foundations of the colony’s existence.[7]It was

these three aspects—the administrative, social, and religious order—that guaranteed the well-

being of New Spain. The nation was built upon the fundamental concepts of it being a part of

the Spanish Crown, its clear-cut distinctions between the different social strata and the

privileges that came with it based on race, and its whole-hearted devotion to Catholicism.

Understanding how New Spain functioned before Mexico gained its independence is crucial to

determining and analyzing the events that were the direct consequences of change and

perhaps even, to an extent, the failure of its three principles. New Spain would last for as long

as these pillars stood firm.The Spread of Revolutionary Ideas in New SpainIt was the events

that took place in Europe at the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th centuries that

prompted the spread of revolutionary ideas in New Spain, just as it did in places like Latin



America and most of Europe. Of course, the main occurrence during this time was the French

Revolution of 1789 and Napoleon Bonaparte’s subsequent rise from the ranks of a talented

French general to the emperor of France. Napoleon’s conquests “liberated” the nations of

Europe from the tyrannical rule of their monarchs and promoted the principles of liberty,

equality, and fraternity. His efforts did not only have significant results in Europe; his conquest

of Spain also started nationalistic movements all throughout the Spanish colonies, including

the revolution in Mexico. In 1808, after about a year of war with the Spanish, Napoleon forced

King Charles IV and his son Ferdinand VII to abdicate. He then installed his brother, Joseph

Bonaparte, as the new ruler of Spain. Even though Spain continued to resist Napoleon’s

conquest for years to come, the act was enough for the colonies to question the legitimacy of

the Spanish Crown in their territories. For them, the viceroy was the “king’s living image.”[8] So,

if there was no legitimate Spanish ruler on the throne, then who were they supposed to answer

to?Before the crisis on the mainland, the situation in New Spain was not stable either, to say

the least. The Spanish Crown had introduced new policies to consolidate its hegemony in the

region and ensure the power of the Catholic Church. These policies were implemented in order

to grow the income of the viceroyalty. They mainly changed the terms of loans given out to the

locals by the church and forced the borrowers to pay enormous amounts of money that they

didn’t possess. Since most of the loans were held by the criollos, the reform was seen as a way

to give even more power to the peninsulares, who already controlled all of the important offices

and were loyal to the Spanish throne.[9] All of these factors lit the revolutionary spark that

already existed in New Spain and started a chain of events from 1808 to 1821 now known as

the Mexican War of Independence.The Mexican War of IndependenceWith the king gone, the

Spanish started creating different juntas all throughout the nation, with each claiming that they

should be in power instead of the new king. These juntas sent word to New Spain, asking them

for support in their struggle for power. However, the instability and chaos that were created with

the absence of a real king, as well as already existing internal problems, caused much

confusion in the province. The viceroy of New Spain at the time, José de Iturrigaray, could not

decide which junta to support, and the matter caused a great debate between the criollos, who

were in favor of independence, and the peninsulares, who believed that New Spain was a

colony and opposed the idea of self-governance. Afraid that they were going to lose the power

that they held for years, the peninsulares staged a coup, deposing José de Iturrigaray and

putting one of their own in power. With the power that they held and despite the instability that it

had caused for almost two years, the peninsulares recognized the Junta of Aranjuez as

legitimate and received a new viceroy in the form of Francisco Javier Venegas from mainland

Spain.[10] The new viceroy landed in New Spain on September 14th, 1810. The very next day,

with the command of a local priest and a criollo by the name of Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla, about

six hundred men started marching south from the town of Dolores to Mexico City, seeking a

revolution.On September 15th, 1810, Hidalgo and his men started moving toward Mexico City.

Hidalgo was a monarchist and still supported the legitimacy of the true king of Spain:

Ferdinand VII. However, as thousands joined Hidalgo, one aspect became clear for the

movement—to gain independence from Spain and end the rule of the peninsulares. By the

time they reached Mexico City, the army consisted of almost 100,000 people. Almost none of

them were professionally trained soldiers. Despite this, Hidalgo was able to defeat the forces of

the viceroy outside Mexico City, but he decided not to proceed further and take the capital.

Instead, his forces turned back to the city of Guadalajara. Hidalgo is still criticized for this move

to this day since it enabled the Spanish forces to regroup and defeat his army at a bridge near

the Calderón River.[11] This forced Hidalgo to flee to the north, probably in an attempt to seek



support from the Americans, but he was chased down and arrested. He was placed on trial,

and in the end, he was found guilty and executed on July 30th, 1811.However, the

revolutionary movement was still alive. José María Morelos was now leading the insurgence,

and he had much clearer goals in mind when it came to the revolution. The main difference

between the two was that Morelos was a mestizo, so he understood the racial discrimination

and the struggles that came with being part of this class very well. Thus, he fought with much

more pride and motivation.[12] His smaller but more disciplined army took control of the

southern part of the country, and in 1813, he held the Congress of Chilpancingo, where he

signed a declaration of independence in November of that same year. The document not only

declared Mexico to be a free nation from Spain but also recognized Catholicism as its official

religion and abolished slavery, putting an end to other types of racial discrimination in the

country and shattering the social system that had been in place.This was a pivotal point in

Mexico’s struggle for independence. Despite this, the Spanish, who were now under the rule of

King Ferdinand VII, were ordered to crush the rebellion and put the revolutionaries back in their

place. In 1815, the Spanish Army managed to capture and execute Morelos, destabilizing the

region even more and starting a series of conflicts throughout the country that did not take an

organized form until 1820.The revolutionaries found their savior in Agustín de Iturbide. Even

though he had previously served on the side of the Spanish and fought against the uprising,

Iturbide and his army switched sides after negotiating a deal with the republican leader Vicente

Guerrero. The two drafted the Plan of Iguala in 1821, borrowing from the previous declaration

by Morelos and stating the “guarantees” of the nation were its independence, equality, and the

prevalence of Catholicism. Then, with the Army of the Three Guarantees, they took Mexico City

and forced the Spanish to sign the Treaty of Córdoba, finally ending the Spanish rule over New

Spain and becoming the Mexican Empire. After thirteen years of struggle, Mexico was finally

independent.The Mexicans, just like other peoples of the 19th century, managed to free

themselves from the colonial rule of the Europeans. In the wake of the new nation, the people’s

eyes were set upon their future, which promised to be full of surprises. But the following years

were not exactly easy for an independent Mexico. Instead of relief, further instability and

internal conflicts continued to plague the country. The social and political problems that were

caused after Mexico’s independence played a crucial part in the Mexican-American War. They

provided a basis for the occurrence of significant events such as the Texas Revolution and

were among the reasons for Mexico’s defeat in the war.Chapter 2 – The Struggles of the

Mexican Republic and the Texas RevolutionEarly Independence YearsEven though becoming

independent was a major achievement for the Mexican people, it was ultimately gained by

Agustín de Iturbide and Vicente Guerrero. It is imperative to remember that Iturbide was a

general of the Spanish forces first, fighting to crush the rebellion, but that he switched sides

and joined Guerrero’s army. During the war, they were able to set aside their differences and,

with the Army of the Three Guarantees—independence, equality, and religion—achieved

victory. However, as Mexico began its existence as a republic, the conflicts between the two

parties started coming back.Since no European ruler wanted to become the emperor of

Mexico, Iturbide was eventually proclaimed as the first emperor, becoming Agustín I.[13]

However, his rule lasted for only about two years. Iturbide was not half as good of an

administrator as he was a general, and Mexico could not work as a constitutional monarchy

because of the harsh divides between the Mexican population. Of course, there were

republicans who wanted the nation to become a democracy instead of a monarchy. They

believed that the abolishment of the caste system was not supported by the emperor, but

what’s also interesting is that a large number of conservatives also disliked him as a ruler.



Some of them, especially in the northern part of the country, were upset by the fact that the

class system was no longer in place, and some believed that Mexico should have been ruled

by a Spanish monarch, not a criollo. Both the far left and the far right hated him, and eventually,

a rebellion, which was led by the republicans, forced him to abdicate in 1823.This still did not

solve Mexico’s problems. After Iturbide’s abdication, Mexico largely became a federalist

country. The power of Mexico City was decentralized, and individual provinces were given the

right to self-govern. This decision felt natural, organic, and legitimate for the Mexican people.

[14] Despite this, Mexican national identity was still largely unknown, and it was not

communicated well enough amongst the people, causing Central American provinces to

peacefully secede from Mexico and become independent.[15] In addition, years of war had

impacted the Mexican economy. The reserves were largely empty, and Mexico had

accumulated severe debt from other nations, including the US, France, and Great Britain. Plus,

industries like mining, which were the driving forces behind the economy, started declining due

to the Spanish peninsulares. They backed these industries but were leaving the country for

Europe. Not only that, but the country was still largely divided between the federalist

republicans and the more conservative centralists. The best demonstration of this is the fact

that after the election of the first president Guadalupe Victoria in 1824, who was a federalist,

power changed hands time and time again between the two opposing parties until the

mid-1930s.The Rise of Santa AnnaA portrait of Santa Anna.Antonio López de Santa Anna is

considered by many to be the central figure in the early history of independent Mexico. He was

a Mexican general who rose to power during the events that took place in the country after it

gained independence, and he remained to dominate the scene in the following years. Santa

Anna is a classic example of a caudillo—a charismatic, authoritative military leader who

managed to gain power and influence politics through unconventional means.[16] At first, he

fought alongside Iturbide for independence in 1821, but he became one of the leaders of the

coup that deposed him and advocated for Mexico becoming a republic. Later on, he switched

sides between the federalists and conservatives, favoring one over the other based on the

political climate at that time. In short, Santa Anna was a cunning political figure who, over the

years, slid in and out of the Mexican political scene and became a prominent actor in both the

Texas Revolution and the Mexican-American War.Santa Anna gained much of his popularity

when he defeated the Spanish in their efforts to reconquer Mexico at the Battle of Tampico in

1829. Due to the fact that the Mexican government was predominantly federalist at that time,

defeating the Spanish and driving the republic’s oldest enemies out of the country was

considered to be a massive achievement. For this reason, Santa Anna was chosen as the next

president in 1833. However, he put the vice president, Valentín Gómez Farías, in charge and

did not directly start to serve as the president until 1834. While the exact reason behind this is

unknown, it is speculated that maybe he was waiting for the “right time” to make his

appearance once again.[17]
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Native Americans Who Was a Leader of the Apache Tribe and a Prominent Figure of the Wild

West (The Old West), The Battle of Second Manassas: A Captivating Guide to the Second

Battle of Bull Run, A Significant Event in the American Civil War (Battles of the Civil War), The

Teutonic Knights: A Captivating Guide to a Catholic Military Order and Their Role in the

Crusades and Impact in Europe during the Middle Ages, Colonial America: A Captivating

Guide to the Colonial History of the United States and How Immigrants of Countries Such as

England, Spain, France, and the Netherlands Established Colonies, Old Kingdom of Ancient

Egypt: A Captivating Guide to the Age of the Pyramids and the Egyptian Pharaohs Who Ruled,

Jesse James: A Captivating Guide to a Wild West Outlaw Who Robbed Trains, Banks, and

Stagecoaches across the Midwestern United States (The Old West)

Vassilios Damiras, “The Mexican-American War. Mexican-American War, also called the

Mexican War, Spanish Guerra de 1847 or Guerra de Estados Unidos a Mexico (“War of the

United States Against Mexico”), was a war between the United States and Mexico (April 1846–

February 1848) stemming from the United States’ annexation of Texas in 1845 and from a

dispute over whether Texas ended at the Nueces River (Mexican claim) or the Rio Grande

(U.S. claim). The war—in which U.S. forces were consistently victorious—resulted in the United

States’ acquisition of more than 500,000 square miles (1,300,000 square km) of Mexican

territory extending westward from the Rio Grande to the Pacific Ocean.On May 9, 1846, Polk

began to prepare a war message to Congress, justifying hostilities on Mexican refusal to pay

U.S. claims and refusal to negotiate with Slidell. He received word that Mexican troops had



crossed the Rio Grande on April 25 and attacked Taylor’s troops, killing or injuring 16 of them.

In his quickly revised war message—delivered to Congress on May 11—Polk claimed that

Mexico had “invaded our territory and shed American blood on American soil.”This book vividly

examines and discusses the dramatic saga of the Mexican-American War.”

John T Cannon Jr, “Review of the mexican american war. I would recommend this book for any

history buff who want to know the history of the conflict resulting in our current southern

borders.”

CABG115, “A Relatively unknown, but highly influential American War.. The Mexican War is

overshadowed by most other wars that the USA has fought, but it is very important to the US

and Mexico’s history and relationship, none-the-less. The war took place a little more than a

decade before the US Civil War (1846-48) and although relatively short in duration, its final

results added to the issues that played a part in precipitating that major event. Mexico gained

its independence in 1821 and began its long history of governments that see-sawed back and

forth between the two main established political parties. The Mexican Governments had to

contend with large sections of land that were increasingly occupied by ‘Anglos’ to its North and

new countries being formed to its South in Central America as well as the great divisions within

its own populations. This made it relatively easy for the US to gain some geography and

perturb our neighbors to the South for years to come. This book provides a superb summary of

the political, cultural and religious events that led to the War. It chronicles the battles fought

between the USA and the poorer equipped and trained Mexicans in a number of widely

separated locales. If you wish to learn more about what is probably the least known of

America’s wars, you can begin here.”

The book by Captivating History has a rating of 5 out of 4.2. 83 people have provided

feedback.
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